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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL OF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
In a pleasant rural setting amid an oak grove is Willow Oaks, a two-story Federal
plantation house of frame covered with beaded weatherboard. It is five bays wide and
three deep, having a basement and foundation of brick laid in Flemish bond
Beneath
the gable roof is a molded box cornice, its soffit adorned with regulae. The house was
constructed in two parts--first, a three-bay section was built and a few years later a
two-bay section was added. The front (west) facade is unbroken, but the two-bay part
breaks out four or five feet at the rear
A pair of large exterior end chimneys occur
at each side of the house; they are of brick laid in Flemish bond.

Fenestration exhibits dimunition from nine-aver-nine sash to· nine-over-six, and
window surrounds consist of molded architraves and sills.. The front facade has a onestory entrance porch supported on paired Doric columns. The center-bay second-floor
window was originally a door--indicating an earlier two-tier or galleried porch. The
front entrance contains a double door, three raised panels per leaf, flanked by a twolight sidelights and surmounted by a very graceful fanlight.. The surround is molded.
Window placement on the north end is very irregular and a one-story frame addition
occurs on the south side. A one-story shed-roof porch, 'supported by bracketed posts,
runs along the rear of the three-bay section and extends past it for one enclosed bay.
The house has a center-hall plan two rooms deep at each level; the older south
section consisting of the center hall and the two rooms south of the hall, the addition
consisting of the two rooms north of the llall.. The original floor plan of the south
section is. unknown.. Basement fabric indicates that the center hall is part of the
original house, but its present finish corresponds to that of the north addition; thus
it was probably remodeled when the addition was made. The two south rooms are separated
by a narrow transverse hall, created by the addition of a partition wall in the west
rOOID. The original enclosed stair rises to the second floor in the northeast corner of
the southeast room.
The north addition to the house and the center hall contain elaborate Adamesque
finish with a wealth of classical ornament.
Work of similar but slightly less elaborate
character is found in nearby Caswell County at Dongola and the parlor at the Bedford
Brmm House--both built in the l830s ..
The center hall has a flat-paneled wainscoting with inset secondary panels outlined
with thin molded strips. The molded chair rail is embellished with alternating gouged
circular rosettes and vertical gouge design. Door surrounds consist of symmetrically
molded architraves with Tudor rose-embellished corner blocks; the doors feature six
flat panels with the thin molded strips. In the center hall, an open-string stair
ascends to the second floor in two runs with a transverse landing. The stair spandrel
is paneled with several rOl;V'S of flat panels with interior molding strips and the stairs
are accented with delicate scroll brackets. The round handrail is eased and ramped and
supported on square balusters, ending in a simple turned newel" The hall'wainscot
follows the stair, and the chair rail is correspondingly eased and ramped •.
The northwest room is the most elaborately finished.. The wainscot is similar to
the hall's, but the chair rail is embellished wit~ alternating gouged oval sunbur$ts.
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and vertical grooves. The dooDvay leading onto the hall has a surround consisting of
flanking, fluted Ionic pilasters \vhich support a two-part entablature. The architrave
is adorned with alternating gouged grooves and sunbursts. The frieze has an applied
rosette between symmetrical foliate sprays. The flat-paneled end blocks have a foliate
applique, and the cornice has cable molding and a narrow corbel-arched band on the
shelf. The arched double door leading into the southwest room contains three panels
per leaf, and a semi-elliptical arch springs from the Ionic pilasters. The arch is
embellished with an ornamental molded keystone, and a band of alternating gouged grooves
and sunbursts. The mantel and flanking windows are elaborately treated with the windows
contained in arched nooks formed by a pair of semi-elliptical arches flanking the mantel
in line with the chimney breast. The arches and their supporting pilasters are identical
to the double-door surround. The Adamesque mantel has an astragal enriched architrave
around a rectangular opening, flanked by engaged, fluted Ionic colonettes which support a
three-part entablature with flat-paneled center and end blocks adorned with applied
foliate motifs. The cornice shelf has dentils and an astragal band. The windows in
this room have symmetrically molded architraves. A wide plaster cornice and elaborate
fern and garland medallion embellish the ceiling.
The adjoining northeast room is only slightly less impressive, sharing similar
and window architraves. The chair rail differs in that it is embellished with
a cable molding above a band of vertic'al reeding. The door surrounds have symmetrically
molded architraves with roundel corner blocks, and the arched double door has an
ornamental keystone. The mantel is flanked by encased book cabinets, with glazed,
geometric design doors. The cabinet surrounds consist of flanking, reeded pilasters
vlith sunbursts on their capi tals. These support a two-part entablature lvith a reeded
architrave. The mantel is similar to that in the adjoining room, but has unfluted
colonettes with 'acanthus leaf motif capitals, and the frieze is adorned with applied
foliate sprays and gougework, and a classical urn motif. On the center tablet the
cornice shelf is treated with heavy dentils and an astragal band. The ceiling is boardand-batten, and has a wide molded cornice.
~¥ainscot

The south rooms are much simpler than those across the hall. The narrow transverse hall and both rooms have flush sheathed wainscot with a heavy molded chair rail
and high baseboard. The doors contain six raised panels; windows and doors have simple
molded architraves. The southwest room has a small mantel with a molded architrave
flanked by two pairs of attenuated, reeded colonettes which support a two-part entablature with flat-paneled end blocks and a frieze "lith vertical gouges.. The southeast
room has a three-part mantel: a plain architrave is flanked by flat board pilasters
which support an entablature with a wide frieze and heavily molded cornice shelf with
incised edges. The end blocks are gouged and the center flat panel has a gouged lozenge
A narrow, enclosed stair with winders rises from this room to that above, and is enclosed
with diagonal sheathing
A small door closes off the stair.
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The second floor reveals as sharp a distinction between the j.nteriors of the
south and north sections as does the first floor. The doors consist of six raised
panels, with molded door and windmv frames differing in each section. The architraves
in the later part being more deeply and symmetrically moldede The doors in the older
section are hung on HL hinges. The northwest room has a flat-paneled ",ainscot with a
vertically gouged chair rail and the mantel is flanked by cupboards containing double
door '\tIlth two raised panels each.. The three~part mantel has fluted Doric colonettes
supporting an entablature which has paterae in the flat-paneled end blocks and a
festoon in the center panel. The cornice is embellished with dentils. The adjacent
northeast room has a similar wainscot with a slightly different gouged chaiT rail)
and the two-part mantel is also flanked with cupboards in the same manner. The mantel
has the same colonettes as its counterpart in the adjoining room, and has anthemions
in its flat-paneled end blocks
The south rooms are identical in treatment having a wide, simply molded chair
and high baseboard, with transitional Georgian-Federal mantel. These have a wide
molded architrave~ atop which are two stubby flat board pilasters supporting a deeply
molded shelf.
ral~

The hall stairs continue up another two short runs with a transverse landing to
the attic which contains three rooms~ The rooms have simply molded architraves, and
the walls and ceilings are plastered and have flat board chair rails and baseboards.
~vo outbuildings survive--a smokehouse and an office said to have served as
plantation office and as doctor's office for Dr. John G. Brodnax.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Willow Oaks is a Federal plantation house of considerable architectural distinction,
with Adamesque interiors outstanding of their type in the state.. The. work is stylisti(!ally
related to that found in two houses of the 1830s in neighboring Caswell County, but more
elaborate, epitomizing the lavishness with which these classical elements were. used at
the end of the Federal era. The plantation was probably settled and part of the house
built by William Brodnax from·Virginiaand the house·comp1eted by his son, Robert.
The plantation is located on a tract of approximately 800 acres, once part of a vast
tract owned by William Byrd II, which Byrd is said to have called "Land of Eden .. 1t On
October 25, 1755, William Byrd III and his wife sold 26,000 acres in Rockingham and
Caswell counties to Francis and Simon Farley, merchants of Antigua, for 1,000 pounds.
Following the Far1eys' deaths, the lands were surveyed for diyision among heirs in 1804.
The property was divided into large lots called the "Sauratown tracts" after the
Saura Indians who had inhabited the area. In 1809 John S Farley and other heirs
granted power of attorney to lVi11iam Edward Brodnax and empowered him to sell their part.s
of the "Sauratown tracts." On August 13, 1811, Brodnax purchased lot number sixteen (16)
comprising 2,664 acres of the Sauratown tracts from Brigadier General John S. Farley
of Jamaica for $8,436. Brodnax, justice of Bruns~vick County, Virginia, and sheriff in
1807, may have built part of the house on the plantation thEm called "Cascade" The
name "Cascade" may have been taken from the name of a nearby creek, long associated with
the property. His oldest son, Robert (born April 30~ 1787), received his father's tract
of 2,664 acres on October 1, 1820, and it is he 1;vho is said to have brought the plantation
house to its present form. It is possible that Robert lived there before he was officially
given the land, for his infant Son William is buried there (died July 17, 1820)0 Robert
is said to have been a school mate of Thomas Ruffin (later chief justice of the North
Carolina Supreme Court) at a Warrenton school.
The lands now part of Willow Oaks Farm were left by Robert Brodnax to his daughter,
Mary W., with two sons trustees. She married John G. Brodnax, a prominent Virginia
physician who served as a medical officer in the Civil War. In 1889 the lands were divided
among Mary's two children, with her daughter Nancy retaining the plantation house
In 1890"
the property was sold to F. H.. Burton and T. B. Fitzgerald; the latter) 'vho lived on theplace, ~vas for many years president of Riverside Cotton Mills in Danville, Virginia. He
I
spent considerable time and money in renovating the house. In 1916 the property was sold
I
I
to Richard Ivy Smith of; Danville, whose son nm'l mms and. operates the farm.
i
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